Ablation Study
To analyse the improvements achieved by the MGRNNM algorithm, we have carried out an ablation study. In addition to the similarity metrics shown in Figure 2 , We have conducted experiments on the newly introduced individual similarity metrics separately and the combined similarity obtained by summing up all kinds of similarities. The results have been shown in Supplementary Figure 1 below, depicting that the combined one yield better prediction than any of the individual ones.
Supplementary Figure 1:
Bar plots depicting that incorporating all the similarities for drugs and targets for prediction task yields best results for every dataset (a) E (b) IC (c) GPCR and (d) NR under the three cross-validation settings in comparison to the cases where each type of similarity was considered separately.
Statistical Testing
We have conducted a paired t-test to analyse the statistical significance of the improvement of MGRNNM over the other methods in terms of AUPR (over 10 runs of 10 fold cross validation).
The p-values obtained after performing t-test are reported in Supplementary Tables 1-8 . It can be observed that the improvement achieved by MGRNNM is statistically significant (5% significance level) in all test cases for all the baseline methods except RLS_WNN and NRLMF where this is not the case for 1 in 12 test cases each. 
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